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Applications are unaware 
Performance, Cost, Protection  
 
The cost of unawareness 
- bottlenecks hinder performance 
- cold data hogs hot capacity 
- over provisioning creates significant overspending 
- migration headaches keep data stuck until retirements 
- vendor lock-in limits agility and adds more cost 
 
Cost: Budgets are getting smaller 
Time: Never fast enough 
Resources: Limited manpower and infrastructure 
 
lower cost + less time requires more resources 
less time and less resource requires more budget 
less resources and lower cost requires more time 
 
How can we be more efficient? 
 
DataSphere metadata engine - visibility, intelligence and automation 
 
with machine learning applications gain awareness 
live data mobility without application interruption 
 
solving the pain points 
- data migration and tiering 
- cloud adoption and TCO 
- scale-out NAS and performance 
- virtualisation and storage QoS 
 
*DataSphere Overview and Product Update (Douglas Falström) 
DataSphere is a metadata engine that automates the flow of data across the 
enterprise infrastructure and the cloud to meet evolving application demands 
- storage and vendor agnostic 
- virtualises the view of data 
- automates the flow of data 
- solves the inefficiency of traditional storage and compute architectures 
 
Intelligent Data Flow for Data-driven Management 
DataSphere - Universal Control Plane 
- metadata engine 
- smart objective analytics 
- data store quality of service 



Giving you 
- Automated flows 
- real-time decisions 
- software only 
DSX - Extended Data Services 
- Data Portal 
- Data Mover 
- Data Store 
- Cloud Connector 
Giving you 
- Scale out with environment of choice 
- open sourced client code 
- software only 
 
DataSphere 1.2 (March 2017) 
http://primarydata.com/press/2017/primary-data-datasphere-update-delivers-metadat
a-engine-managing-billions-files-supercharge-existing-storage-and-connect-enterpris
es-cloud/ 
 
NFS 4.2 Released and Downstream 
- available in RHEL 7.3 
- Native client support for DataSphere Platform 
- Enhanced flex file support 
- scalable parallel access 
- continuous improvements through kernel patches  
- More coming in RHEL 7.4 
 
(support SMB1, 2, 3.x) 
 
Release 1.2 supports over 1.5B Data Objects 
- enterprise scalability and reliability 
- transitions us from test/dev to production environments 
- full metadata protection 
- offloaded snapshots and clones 
- automated heartbeats and call home 
- Supports Linux, Unix and Windows clients 
 
Feature in 1.2 
Enterprise Reliability, accessibility and serviceability, including non-disruptive H/A 
failover and volume retrieval ensures rapid recovery without impact to ongoing I/O 
processing to ensure recovery without interruption 
Enhanced data services, including offloaded cloning directly from clients preserves 
application performance and optimises capacity usage 
Visibility into file and client performance with hot file visibility; real-time performance 
graphs across different storage resources visible on the dashboard 
Faster performance with advanced metadata algorithm intelligence and resource 
usage while continuing to maintain client I/O even while data is in flight 
 
DataSphere now spans across all of the enterprise 
DataSphere for Lines of Business 



Best suited for:  
- smaller environments 
- tiering into cloud too avoid on-premises storage growth at remote site 
- automated snapshot backup using the cloud or centralised data centre object store 
DataSphere for Enterprise 
Best suited for: 
- large environments 
- scale-out namespace across heterogeneous storage vendors 
- performance-based data tiering and traditional data migration 
- active archival of data into the cloud 
 
How non-disruptive mobility works for all your NAS and Object 
- Application opens a file, receives layout from DS 
- Application can now start I/O 
- Data Mobility is requested 
- Layout is recalled  
- File remains open 
- client requests new layout (file is still open) 
- new layout points to data mover 
- mobility process starts 
- when mobility is completed, the same process is followed in reverse order 
 
Open Standards Architecture delivers parallel performance and scale 
 
Separate Metadata and Data Paths - NFS 4.2 (RHEL 7.3 or later) 
 
How does it all fit together? 

 
 
*DataSphere Customers’ Market and Industries (Lance) 
48% of IT professionals rank the cloud as their top storage initiative in 2017 
 
“Cloudier days ahead” 
80/20 on-premises/cloud split, think it will reverse by 2021 



 
Good traction in  
Media and Entertainment 
Oil and gas Industry 
Information and Communication Technology (service providers) 
Electronic Design and Automation 
 
M&E: Cinema Digital Production 
Native 4K resolution post-production workflows 
Deploys scale-out NAS for performance and capacity 
Snapshots for renderings and daily edits 
Customer Case study - Film Studio 
- isilon cluster using SmartConnect 
- single mounts and 10Gbs links force downscaling to lower resolution 
- capacity limits the number and frequency of snapshots 
Approach 
- leverage DataSphere’s per file load balancing 
- Use DataSphere’s ability to move ageing snapshots to the cloud 
 
Oil and Gas - Exploration and Production (Upstream) 
Datasets are unstructured and heavy in metadata 
Geoscientists have little time to make leasing decisions 
Scientific discovery is first done in the digital domain 
Digital data must be preserved for future drilling decisions 
Customer case study - Multination O&G Company 
- digital debt is piling up with seismic sensor data generating 250TB/km2 to 1PB/km2 
- Exploration data processing and analytics requires low latency storage 
- rendering and displaying results needs high bandwidth storage 
Approach 
- with tiering and cloud, DataSphere can move data from acquisition, ton analysis, to 
long term storage 
 
Managed Service Provider 
Economies of scale are hitting limits 
Under-utilised IT hardware resources cannot be easily re-provisioned 
70-80% of stores contain cold data 
Customer case study - global IT services and consulting company 
- outsourcing services due to margin pressure  
- over provisioning required to guarantee SLAs 
- no easy method to determine what data is cold, can be moved to lower cost 
Approach 
- DS can allow leasing like models to re-provision resources 
- Being storage agnostic, DS can easily integrate new data storage types and 
services 
 
Electronic Design Automation: IC Development workflows 
Frontend verification is heavy with small file and metadata workloads 
Backend physical design has very large sequentially written files 
Customer case study: Global capital equipment company 
- filer sprawling per department and by acquisition 



- massive cold data from completed designs 
- filer dedication per IC development stage 
Approach 
- aggregate disparate NAS arrays using DS’s scale out for performance load 
demands 
- Move verification results to the cloud for lower TCO and later use during validation 
- Deploy self-served storage needs using objective catalogue 
 
*DataSphere 2.0 Early Access Release 
Key Highlights 
Get the data right to the cloud: analytics-driven movement of inactive data 
Keep your Windows Open: SMB and Active Directory, Windows ACLs, X-Domain 
mapping 
Control and recover without interruption: Assimilation, snapshot archival and backup 
enhancements 
Expanded enterprise connectivity: VLAN, Virtual networks and IPv6 
Control your data’s destiny: Objective expressions 
Resiliency: portal protection, metadata backup and restore 
 
Move the right data to the cloud 
- analysis beyond POSIX metadata drives decision making 
- Automatically move data with file-granular decisions 
- One size does not fit all! 
 
S3-compatible storage such as AWS and on-premises object storage 
Automatically move data back from the cloud if the data is accessed 
Automatic data reduction with integrated variable-block size deduplication and 
compression 
Parallel cloud mover capable of moving to a single or multiple Clouds at the same 
time 
Secure cloud connection using https 
 
Keep your windows open 
Support for SMB2.1 and 3.x 
Active Directory, Windows ACLs supported 
Supports shares used by both Windows and Linux (NFS) clients, ensuring security 
and file permissions are handled correctly across NFS and SMB 
RFC2307bis for ID-mapping 
SMB server architecture scales with the number of DSX portal nodes, operations 
such as file locking supported across all SMB portal servers 
 
Existing storage: assimilation 
Assimilation of existing NFS storage done in-line without data access interruption - 
only metadata is assimilated 
Assimilated storage can be used within minutes of being added irrespective how 
much data or how many files it contains 
Assimilation of NTFS attributes is done as a post-process 
 
Control and recover without interruption 
Scalable snapshot infrastructure leverages underlying storage capabilities 



Snapshots are non-disruptive metadata snapshots, the actual data copy (if needed) 
happens inside existing storage 
Move or copy the data stored in a snapshot to the cloud to protect the data without 
affecting primary storage capacity 
Data recovery is the same process for data that is minutes old vs. months old, can 
be done directly by the end-user using .snapshot 
 
Networking 
Extensive networking to fit enterprise needs 
VLAN, virtual networks, IPv4, IPv6, NIC bonding (incl. LACP) 
Support for standalone and mixed IPv4 and IPv6 environments to meet international 
and government customer needs 
 
Control your data’s destiny 
Get started quickly with easy to use workflow to create tiers and objectives, expand 
with deep control capabilities with Objective Expressions 
Data placement and data mobility can be entirely controlled by Expressions 
 
Objectives and Telemetry = Intelligent Placement 
performance telemetry delivered as part of NFS v4.2 protocol 
- no additional client software required 
- 15 second interval 
Every single IO is accounted for across the entire client estate (NFS v3, v4.2, SMB) 
Used to model storage performance capabilities and to initiate mobility 
 
[demo] 
 
 


